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Let X be a metric continuum and 2x(C(X)) denote the hyperspace of closed subsets (subcon- 
tinua) of X. The concept of arc-smoothness, which is a special type of contractibility, is investigated 
in 2x and C(X). Results are obtained about hyperspaces of locally connected continua, about 
continua for which C(X) and the cone over X are homeomorphic, about Whitney levels in 
C(X), and about hyperspaces of hereditarily indecomposable continua. Some examples are given 
and several natural questions are raised. 
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Introduction 
By a continuum we mean a compact connected metric space. If X is a continuum, 
then 2x(C(X)) denotes the hyperspace of closed subsets (subcontinua) of X, each 
with the Hausdorff metric. ’ 
Fugate, Gordh, and Lum ([6] annd [7]) introduced the concept of arc-smooth 
continua as a higher dimensional analogue of smooth dendroids. Arc-smooth 
continua had been studied previously under different guises by other authors. In 
particular, Fugate, Gordh, and Lum prove that the arc-smooth continua coincide 
with the freely contractible continua of Isbell [ll] (see [6] and [7] for a complete 
discussion). Thus arc-smooth continua can be viewed as continua which are contract- 
ible in an especially nice way. 
Kelley [12] proved that 2x is contractible if and only if C(X) is contractible. 
Kelley also gave in [12] the first example of a continuum X such that C(X) is not 
contractible. Hence 2x and C(X) need not, in general, be arc-smooth. The author 
proved in [9] that if X is arc-smooth, then each of 2x and C(X) is arc-smooth. 
We determine in this paper some other conditions under which 2x or C(X) is 
arc-smooth. In Section 3 we prove that if X is locally connected, then C(X) is 
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arc-smooth at each of its points. In Section 4 we prove a theorem about cones 
which is applicable in certain hyperspace settings. In Section 5 we obtain some 
results about arc-smoothness of Whitney levels. In Section 6 we prove that if X is 
hereditarily indecomposable, then 2 x is arc-smooth. We also give some examples 
and raise several natural questions. 
2. Preliminaries 
We will let I denote the closed unit interval [0, 11, N denote the set of positive 
integers, R” denote n-dimensional Euclidean space, and Q denote the Hilbert 
cube, the product of denumerably many copies of I. 
Let X be a continuum and p E X. Then X is arc-smooth at p ([6] and [7]) provided 
there exists a continuous function (Y :X + C(X) satisfying the following conditions: 
(I) (r(P) = {PI, 
(2) for each x E X -{p}, ar (x) is an arc from p to x, 
(3) if x ELY(~), then (Y(x)c(Y(Y). 
A continuum X is said to be arc-smooth provided X is arc-smooth at some point. 
Fugate, Gordh, and Lum refer to the continuity of (Y as a smoothness condition 
and to (3) as a compatibility condition. We will usually denote the arc a(x) by 
[p, x]. The symbol (X, p) will denote a continuum which is arc-smooth at p. 
A uniform parumeterization [9] for (X, p) is a continuous function 9:X x I +X 
satisfying: 
(1) for each t EI, $(p, t) =p, 
(2) foreachxEX-_(~},~({x}xI)=[~,xl,~l (x)xr is a homeomorphism, 4(x, 0) = 
P, and $(x, 1) =x, 
(3) for each x E X and s, t E I, JI(IJr(x, s), t) = t,b,(x, st). 
If 4 is a uniform parameterization for (X, p), we will usually denote +(x, t) by x(t). 
A free contraction [ll] of a space X to a point p EX is a continuous function 
H: X X I +X satisfying: 
(1) for each x E X, H(x, 0) = x, 
(2) for each x EX, H(x, 1) =p, 
(3) for each x E X and s, t E I, H(H(x, s), I) = H(x, maxi& f}). 
If X is a continuum, then the metric on X will be denoted by d, the Hausdorff 
metric on 2x will be denoted by p, and the Hausdorff metric on 22x will be denoted 
by (T. A continuum X is said to have property K (called property 3.2 in [12]) provided 
that for each E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that whenever u, b EX with d(u, 6) <S 
and A E C(X) such that a EA, then there exists B E C(X) such that b E B and 
p(A,B)<&. 
The subspace {{x} Ix E X} of 2x is homeomorphic to X and will be denoted Fr(X). 
If A E C(X), then C(A, X) = {B E C(X) (A c B). An order urc Sp in 2x is an arc 
d E 2x which satisfies the property that whenever A, B E ~4, then A c B or B c A. 
For use in later sections, we record here the following known results. 
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Lemma 2.1 [14, Lemma 51. Let W be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of 2x. Then 
93 is an order arc if and only if whenever A, B E 9, then A c B or B c A. 
Lemma 2.2 (a consequence of [12, Theorem 2.61). Let d be an order arc in 2x. If 
n d E C(X), then d c C(X). 
Lemma 2.3 [12, Theorem 1.11. Let A E 22x. Then the union function U: 22x +2x 
defined by U(A) = U A is continuous. 
Lemma 2.4. Let h : 2x x I + 2x be a continuous function. Then the induced function 
H: 2x + C(2x) defined by H(A) = {h(A, t) 1 t E I} is continuous. 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 5 of [9]. 
A Whitney map p for C(X) is a continuous function CL :C(X) + [0, co) such that 
(1) foreachxEX,p({x})=O, 
(2) ifA,BEC(X),AcB,andA#B,thenp(A)<p(B). 
The existence of Whitney maps is due to Whitney [25]. If p is a Whitney map for 
C(X) and 0 < t <F(X), then p-l(t) is a subcontinuum of C(X) ([5]) and is called 
a Whitney level. A topological property P is said to be a Whitney property [13] 
provided that whenever X is a continuum with property P, then for each Whitney 
map p for C(X) and for each t E (0, p(X)), p-*(t) has property P. 
For further information about hyperspaces an excellent reference is the recent 
text by Sam B. Nadler, Jr. [16]. 
3. Locally connected continua 
If X is a locally connected continuum, then by the well known results of Curtis 
and Schori [2], 2x = Q and, if X contains no free arc, then C(X) = Q. Thus 2x is 
arc-smooth at each of its points and if X contains no free arc, then C(X) is 
arc-smooth at each of its points. In this section we will give a constructive proof that 
C(X) is arc-smooth at each of its points whenever X is locally connected. 
A metric d for X is said to be convex provided that whenever x, y EX, then 
there exists z EX such that d(x, z) =d(y, z) = id(x, y). 
Let X be a locally connected continuum. By [l] or [15], we may assume that 
the metric d on X is convex. Define K: C(X) X [0, 00) + C(X) by 
K(A,t)={yEXIforsomexEA,d(x,y)St}. 
It is well known that K is continuous and that K satisfies the property that for 
each A E C(X) and tl, t2 E [0, co), K(K(A, tl), t2) =K(A, tl + t2) (see [17] for more 
general results). 
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Let P be any fixed element of C(X). Define j: C(X)+ [0, co) by 
j(A)=inf{tIPcK(A,t)}. 
Define m : C(X) + [0, ~0) by 
m(A)=inf{tIK(A,j(A))cK(P,t)}. 
Using the functions defined above, we will prove that C(X) is arc-smooth at P. 
To facilitate the proof we need several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. The functions j and m defined above are continuous. 
Proof. We will prove that j is continuous. Let A E C(X) and {A,}T==l be a sequence 
in C(X) such that A, +A. Let E >O. Let to be a cluster point of the sequence 
{j(An)}?Fl and let {j(Ak)}?=~ denote a subsequence of {j(A,,)}T=p=1 such that j(Ak) + 
to. Since K is uniformly continuous, there exists S > 0 such that whenever @I, tl), 
@2, t2) E C(X) x LO, 00) with p(B1,B2)<S and Itl-ttzl<S, then p(K(B1, ti), 
K (B2, f2)) c E. Choose k 1 E N such that k 2 kl implies p(Ak, A) <S. Then for k 3 kl, 
p (K(Ak, j(A)), K(A, j(A))) < E. Since P c K(A, j(A)), it follows that for each p E P 
there exists y EK(A~,~(A)) such that d(y,p)<e. Thus for k a kl, P c 
K(Ak, j(A)+&), and hence j(Ak) <j(A) +E. It follows that t,sj(A). Since 
K(Ak, j(Ak)) --, K(A, to) and, for each k EN, P c K(Ak, j(Ak)), it follows that P c 
K(A, to). Hence to 2 j(A). We conclude that lo = j(A) and therefore j is continuous. 
Using the continuity of j, the proof that m is continuous is similar and will be 
omitted. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A E C(X) and {AII}zEp,I be a sequence in C(X) such that A, + A. 
Then 
(i) {K(A,,t)It~[O,i(A,)l}-,{K(A,t)lt~[0,i(A)l}, 
(ii) {K(A,,j(A,))uK(P,t)lOct~m(A,)} 
+{K(A,j(A))uK(P, t)JOstsm(A)}, 
(iii) {K(P, t)jOst~m(A,)}+{K(P, t)lOGtcm(A)). 
Proof. Let E > 0. Since K is uniformly continuous, there exists S > 0 such that 
whenever (B1, tl), (Bz, t2) E C(X) x [0, 00) with p (B1, B2) <S and It1 - tzl <S, then 
p (K (B i, tl), K (B2,tJ) < E. Since j is continuous, there exists n i E N such that n 3 n 1 
implies Id +A)\ (6. S ince A, + A, there exists n2 E N such that n Z= n2 implies 
p(A,,A)<S. Suppose n3max{n1,nz}. Let t~[O,j(A,)l. If O~tsj(A), then 
P(X(A,, r), K(A, r))< E. If j(A) < t <j(A) +S, then p(K(A,, t), K(A, j(A))) c E. 
Now let t E [0, j(A)]. If 06 t sj(A,,), then p(K(A,, t), K(A, t)) < E. If j(A,,) < t C 
J’(A,)+S, then p(K(A,,i(A,)), K(A, t))< E. It now follows from the definition of 
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the Hausdorff metric on 22x that 
a({K(A,, r)lt E CO, i(An)lI, W(A, t>b EW, i(A>lI> <E. 
Hence (i) holds. 
Using the uniform continuity of K and the continuity of m, the proof of (iii) is 
similar. Since j is continuous, it is clear that (iii>+ (ii). 
Lemma 3.3. Let A E C(X), tl E [0, j(A)], and B =K(A, tl). Then 
(9 j(B)=j(A)-fl, 
(4 K(B,j(B))=Kb%j(A)), 
(iii) m(B) = m(A). 
Proof. Let A E C(X), tl E [0, j(A)], and B =K(A, tl). Then for each t~[0, co), 
K(B,r)=K(A,tl+t).Soiftl+r<j(A),PEK(B,t),but 
PcK(A, j(A))=K(A, tl+(j(A)-tl))=K(B, j(A)-tl). 
It follows that j(B) = j(A)- tl. Thus (i) holds. Since j(B) = j(A)- tl, 
K(B,j(B))=K(A, tl+j(B))=K(A,j(A)). 
Hence (ii) holds. Condition (iii) follows immediately f.rom (ii). 
Lemma 3.4. Let A E C(X), tl E [O, m(A)], and B =K(A, j(A)) uK(P, tl). Then 
(9 j(B) = 0, 
(ii) m(B) = m(A). 
Proof. Let A E C(X), tl E [0, m(A)], and B=K(A,j(A))uK(P,tl). Then PcB, 
so j(B) = 0. Thus (i) holds. Since B =K(A, j(A)) uK(P, tl), K(A, j(A))c 
K(P, m(A)), and tl s m (A), it follows that B c K(P, m(A)). By (i), B = K(B, j(B)). 
Hence m(B)<m(A). SinceK(A, j(A))cK(B, j(B)), it is clear that m(A)cm(B). 
Hence m(A) = m(B). Thus (ii) holds. 
Lemma 3.5. Let A E C(X), tl E [0, m(A)], and B = K(P, tl). Then 
6) j(B) = 0, 
(ii) m(B) = tl. 
Proof. Since P c K(P, tl) = B, j(B) = 0. Since K(B, j(B)) = B = K(P, tl), it follows 
that m(B) = tl. 
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a locally connected continuum. Then C(X) is arc-smooth 
at each of its points. 
Proof. Let X be a locally connected continuum, d be a convex metric for X, and 
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P E C(X). Let K, j, and m be as defined above. For each A E C(X), let 
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that for each i E {1,2,3}, ai is either an 
order arc in C(X) or a singleton subset of C(X). Now define a : C(X) + C(C(X)) 
by 
We will prove that C(X) is arc-smooth at P by verifying that (Y is a continuous 
function satisfying the three conditions in the definition of an arc-smooth continuum. 
It is clear from the definitions of al, a2, and a3 that for each A E C(X), 
a (A) E C(C(X)>. The continuity of [Y follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.2. It 
is also clear that o(P) = {P}. Let A E C(X) such that P #A and let B E 
(Y I(A) n a2(A). Since B E a,(A), there exists tl E [0, j(A)] such that B = K(A, tl). 
Since B ECY~(A), there exists t2~[0, m(A)] such that B =K(A,j(A))uK(P,t2). 
Thus PcB. Hence PcK(A,tl). Therefore r,=j(A) and a1(A)na2(A)= 
{K(A,j(A))}.It followsthatif A #K(P,m(A)), then a,(A)ua2(A) is an order arc 
from A to K(P,m(A)) and that if A =K(P,m(A)), then a1(A)ua2(A)= 
{K(P, m(A))}. Now suppose B E (al(A) u az(A)) n adA). Since B E adAL there 
exists tle[O, m(A)] such that B =K(P,tl). Thus PcB. So if BE~I(A), then 
B=K(A,j(A)). Since K(P,tl)=K(A,j(A)), itfollowsthattl= m(A). If Bca2(A), 
then for some t2c[0, m(A)], B =K(A,j(A))uK(P,tz). Since K(A,j(A))u 
K(P, t2) =K(P, tl), it again follows that tl = m(A). Hence 
Since as(A) is an order arc from P to K (P, m(A)), we conclude that (Y (A) is an 
arc from A to P. 
It remains to verify the compatibility condition. Let A E C(X) and B E a (A). If 
B E al(A), then there exists tl E [0, j(A)] such that B = K(A, cl). By Lemma 3.3(i), 
j(B)=j(A)-t,.Soift~[O,j(B)],thenK(B,t)=K(A,tl+t)~cu1(A).Thus~u1(B)c 
(Y ,(A). It follows from Lemma 3.3(n) and (iii) that CYZ(B) =(YZ(A) and a3(B) = a3(A). 
Hence a(B)ca(A). If BE(YZ(A), then for some tl E [0, m(A)], B = 
K(A,j(A))uK(P,tl). By Lemma 3.4(i), j(B)=O, so al(B)={B}ca2(A). By 
Lemma 3.4(ii), m(B) = m(A). If t E [0, m(B)], then 
K(B,j(B))uK(P,t)=K(B,O)uK(P,t)=BuK(P,t) 
=K(A,j(A))uK(P,tl)uK(P,t). 
So if O<tsrl, then 
K(B,j(B))uK(P,t)=K(A,j(A))uK(P,td=B, 
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andif tlst~m(B), then 
K(B,j(B))uK(P, r)=K(A,j(A))uK(R r). 
It follows that a*(B) c aI( Since m(B) = m(A), a3(B) = as(A). Hence a (B) c 
a(A). Finally, suppose B E a3(A). Then for some tl E [0, m(A)], B = K(P, tI). By 
Lemma 3.5(i), j(B) = 0, so al(B) ={B} ca3(A). By Lemma 3.5(E), m(B) = tl. If 
t E [0, m(B)], then 
K(B,j(B))uK(P,t)=K(B,O)uK(P,t)=BuK(P,t) 
=K(P, fl)UK(P, t)=K(P, tr). 
So az(B) = {B}c a3(A). Since m(B) = tl, it is clear that a3(B)cas(A). Hence 
a(B) c a (A). Thus, in all cases, a satisfies the compatibility condition. Hence C(X) 
is arc-smooth at P. Since P was arbitrarily chosen, this completes the proof that 
C(X) is arc-smooth at each of its points. 
A subset A of a space X is called a fixed point set of X provided there is a 
continuous function f:X+X such that f(x) =x if and only if x EA. A space X is 
said to have the complete invariance property [23] provided that each of the 
nonempty closed subsets of X is a fixed point set of X. In [23] Ward proved that 
if (X, p) is a smooth dendroid and A E 2x such that p E A, then A is a fixed point 
set of X. In [6] Fugate, Gordh, and Lum generalized Ward’s result by proving that 
if (X, p) is an arc-smooth continuum and A E 2x such that p E A, then A is a fixed 
point set of X. In view of these results and Theorem 3.6, we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. Let Xbe a locally connected continuum. Then C(X) has the complete 
invariance property. 
4. A theorem on arc-smoothness in cones 
Let X be a continuum. By Cone X we mean the quotient space of X XI obtained 
by collapsing X x(1) to a point. The vertex of Cone X, denoted v, is the point 
X x (1) E Cone X. We will denote points of Cone X by (x, t), with (x, 1) = v for 
each x E X. The base B(X) of Cone X is {(x, t) E Cone X 1 f = 0). As observed in 
[6], the cone over any compact metric space is arc-smooth at v. 
There are certain continua for which C(X) and Cone X are homeomorphic. We 
refer the reader to Chapter 8 of [163 for a complete discussion and a list of 
references. In each of the cases for which it is known that C(X) and ConeX are 
homeomorphic, there is a homeomorphism which carries Fr(X) onto B(X). 
However, depending on the continuum X, the homeomorphism may or may not 
take X to the vertex of the cone. Thus the fact that C(X) and ConeX are 
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homeomorphic implies that C(X) is arc-smooth but does not, in itself, imply that 
C(X) is arc-smooth at X. 
Let (X,p) be an arc-smooth continuum. Then a metric d on X is said to be 
radially convex af p provided that whenever x, y EX and x E [p, y], then d(p, y) = 
d(p,x)+d(x, y). In [6, Theorem 1-4-A] Fugate, Gordh, and Lum prove that if 
(X,p) is an arc-smooth continuum, then X admits a metric d which is radially 
convex at p. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a continuum and p E X. If there exists a closed neighborhood 
h4 of p such that (M, p) is an arc-smooth continuum, then for each t E I, Cone X is 
arc-smooth at (p, t). 
Proof. Let X be a continuum, p E X, and M be a closed neighborhood of p such 
that (M, p) is an arc-smooth continuum. Since (A4, p) is an arc-smooth continuum, 
A4 admits a metric d which is radially convex at p. Then there exists S > 0 such 
that {x EM 1 d (p, x) s S} c M. For convenience of notation, we will assume S = 1. 
Let P = {x ~M]d(p, x) c 1). Then P is an arc-smooth subcontinuum of M and we 
may regard Cone P as the subset {(x, t) E Cone X Ix E P} of Cone X. For each x E P 
and s EI let 1,5(x, s) denote the unique point in [p,x] such that d(p, 4/(x, s))= 
sd(p, x). It is easy to see that 4 is a uniform parameterization for (P, p). We will 
write $(x, s) as x(s). Observe that if x E P and sl, SZE 1, then d(x(sl), x(sz)) = 
Is1-sz]d(p, x). We use the metric d^ on Cone P defined by the following formula: 
if (x r, tr), (x2, f2) E Cone P, then 
Define p: Cone X + C(Cone X) by p((x, t)) = {(x, s) I t cs s 1). Then p is the 
natural mapping used to show that ConeX is arc-smooth at u. We now proceed 
to show that Cone X is arc-smooth at (p, 0) by using p together with a modification 
of /3 inside Cone P. 
We define (Y : Cone X --, C(Cone X) as follows: 
I 1( x(s) Cl-t-s)d(p,x)+l 3 l-sd(p,x) )I I SEI 
a ((x, t>) = u{(p,s)/O~s~(l-t)d(p,x)+t} 
if (x,t)EConePandd(p,x)<l, 
((x9 t)) u P ((P9 0)) otherwise. 
Thus if (x, t) E Cone P and d(p, x) < 1, then a((~, t)) is the union of an arc from 
(x, t) to (p, (l-t)d(p,x)+t) and the canonical arc from (p, 0) to (p, (l-t)d(p,x)+ 
t). In the other case (Y ((x, t)) is the union of the canonical arc joining (x, t) and u 
and the canonical arc joining (p, 0) and u. 
The continuity of LY on each ‘piece’ of its domain follows from the geometry and 
from the arc-smoothness of P. To complete the argument that a! is continuous, it 
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suffices to show that if (x, r) E Cone P such that d(p, x) = 1 and {(x,, t,,)}?=i is a 
sequence in Cone P such that (x”, r,> + (x, t) and such that for each n E N, d(p, x,) < 
1, then (Y ((x,, t,)) + (Y ((x, t)). We will verify this convergence in the special case that 
t = 0 and t, = 0 for each n. The general case will then follow from the special case 
and our proof below that (Y satisfies the compatibility condition. 
Let E > 0. To show that (Y ((x,, 0)) + (Y ((x, 0)), it will suffice to show that 
i( x (s) U-s)d(P,L) ” 9 1 -Sd(P, X”) > I ISEI +{(X,S)JSEI} 
and that {(p, s)) 0 G s G d(p, x,)}-, {(p, s) 1 s E I}. Since d(p, x,) + 1, the latter conver- 
gence is clear. To show the former, we will establish first that for each s E.Z there 
exists no EN such that n 2 no implies 
d  ^(( x (s) (1 -s)d(P,x”) H (1 -sM(p, &I ” 3 1 -sd(p, X”) )> <2” ’ xp 1-sd(p,x,) 3 
To this end, we observe that 
d^ 
CC 
x (s) U-s)d(p,xn) ) 
” 9 
I- sd(p, X”) H 
x (l-s)d(P,x”) 
’ 1 -sd(p, -4 )I 
cJ 
cc 
x (s) (l-s)d(P,x”) 
n , 
)( I-sd(p,x,) ’ 
x(s) (I--S)d(P,X”) 
’ 1 -Sd(P, 4 )) 
+a 
N 
x(s) U-s)d(P,x,) 
H 
(1 -sM(p, X”> 
’ 1-sd(p,x,) ’ xP 1-sd(p,x,) >> *
(1) 
(2) 
Since Cone P is compact, there exists S1 > 0 such that whenever (xl, sl), (XZ, SZ) E 
Cone P with d(xl, x2) cS1 and Is1 -s21 <aI, then d((xl, sl), (XZ, SZ))<$E. Since the 
parameterization of P is uniform, there exists 82) 0 such that whenever (x1, sl), 
(x2, S~)E P x1 withd(xl, x2) <&and Is~-s~\ (62, thend(xr(sl), X&Z)) ~61. Choose 
ni EN such that n 2 n 1 implies d (x,, x) < &. It follows that if n 2 n 1, then 
d  ^(( x (s) Cl-s)d(p,xn) ” , H l-sd(p,xn) ’ x(s) U-s)d(p,xn) ’ l-sd(p,x,) )J <E 3’ (3) 
Using the definition of 2, straightforward calculations show that 
2 
(( 
x(s) (I-s)d(p,x”) , x (I-s)d(p,x,) 
’ 1 -sd(p, xn) H >> 
=(l-s)(l-d(p,x,)) 
’ 1 -sd(p, xn) 1 -sd(p, x,) ’ 
Defineg:I+R by 
g(s) = (1 -s)(l -d(p, x”)) 
I- sd(p, x,) * 
An elementary calculus argument shows that the maximum value of g is g(0) = 
I-d(p,x,). Choose n2~iV such that nsn 2 implies 1 -d(p, x,) C&S. It follows 
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that if n an2, then 
d  ^(( x(s) (l-s)d(p, X”) >( (1 -sW(p, xn) ’ l-sd(p,x,) ’ x7 l-sd(p,x,) >) <E 3’ (4) 
Let no= max{ni, n2). Then if n 21~0, it follows from (2), (3), and (4) that (1) holds. 
Let s1 E I. If 0 G s1 G d(p, x,), then there exists a unique s2 E I such that 
s1= [U -S2)d(P, X”)l/[1 -S2d(P, 41. 
It follows from (1) that 
1 
d((X”(SZh sd, (x9 Sl)) 4E. 
If d(p, x,) <sl s 1, then 
&(x,sr), (x, d(P,x”)))=sl-d(P,x”)~ 1 -d(P, X”)& 
It follows from (1) (with s = 0) that 
&(x, sr), (p, d(P, X”))) 4(x, Slh k d(P, X”))) 
+&(x9 d(P, X”)), (P, d(P, X”))) 
<SE +$E =&. 
Applying the definition of the Hausdorff metric, we conclude that if n Z= no, then 
(I( x (s) (1 -s)d(P,x”) P nt 1 -sd(p, x,) )I I SEI ,{(X,S)ISEI} ) <E 
Hence, a (h, 0)) + a ((x, 0)). 
We now verify that the compatibility condition holds for cy. If (x, t) E Cone X 
and (Y ((x, t)) = p ((x, t)) up ((p, O)), then the compatibility condition follows from 
the fact that p satisfies the compatibility condition. So we suppose that (x, t) E Cone P 
and that d(p, x) < 1. Let (y, ti) E a((~, f)). If y = p, it is clear that a((~, ti)) c (Y((x, t)). 
So we assume that y # p. Then for some s1 E 1, 
(y, t1) = (x(s1). (l-t-s&.i(p,x)+t 
1 -s1d(p, x) > . 
Let s E I. Then 
( y(s) (l-t1-s)d(p, y)+t1 3 1 -Sd(P, Y) > 
= 
( 
x(sI)(s) (l-tl-s)d(P,x(sl))+rl 
, 
1 -sd(p, Xbl)) > 
= 
( 
x(ssl) (1-fl-sS)Sl~(p,x)+~l 
, 
1 -ss1d(p, x) > 
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= X(SSl), ( tl(l-sld(p,x))+(l-s)sld(P,x) 1 -ss*d(p, xl 1 
= x(=1), ( (1-sld(P,x))-‘((l-~-~l)~(P,~)+~)(l-~l~(P,~)) 1 -=d(p, XI 
+ 
(1 -Sbd(P, XI 
1 -ssd(p, XI > 
= 
( 
x(ssl) (l-t-sl)d(P,x)+t+(l-s)sld(P,x) 
, 
1 -wd(p, x) > 
= 
( 
x(ssl) (1-t-sM(P9x)+t 
7 
1 -ss1d(p, x) ) * 
It follows that 
K ’ Yts) (1-tl-s)d(P,Y)+tl 
(1-t-s)d(p,x)+t 
l-sd(p,y) > 14=Kx(s)~ 1-sd(p,x) > I4 
In particular, when s = 0, 
It follows that 
Hence (Y ((y, tl)) c a ((x, t)). This completes our proof that Cone X is arc-smooth at 
(P, 0). 
Finally, we will indicate how to prove that Cone X is arc-smooth at (p, t) for 
t > 0. The result is obvious if t = 1. Choose to such that 0 <to < 1. Let Y = 
{(x, S) E Cone X 1 t ass G 1). Then Y and Cone X are homeomorphic and the 
homeomorphism can be chosen so that the image of the point (p, to) E Y is the 
point (p, 0) E Cone X. It follows that Y is arc-smooth at (p, to). Let y: Y + 
C(Y) c C(Cone X) be a mapping which satisfies the requisite conditions for Y to 
be arc-smooth at (p, to). Define (Y : Cone X + C(Cone X) by 
a ((x, t)) = { ,((x9;;) 
if (x, t) E Y, 
X,S tGssto}uy((x,tO)) if(x,t)lfY. 
It is easy to establish that (Y satisfies all the conditions necessary for Cone X to be 
arc-smooth at (p, to). 
In [l&3] Nadler proves the remarkable theorem that there are exactly eight 
hereditarily decomposable continua for which C(X) and ConeX are homeo- 
morphic. 
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Corollary 4.2. If X is any one of the eight hereditarily decomposable continua for 
which C(X) and Cone X are homeomorphic, then C(X) is arc-smooth at each point 
at which C(X) is locally connected. In particular, C(X) is arc-smooth at X. 
Proof. If (x, t) E Cone X is a point of local connectivity, then either X is locally 
connected at x or (x, t) = u. For any continuum X, C(X) is locally connected at X. 
If X is one of the eight continua in question and x is a point of local connectivity 
of X, then x has arbitrarily small neighborhoods which are arcs. Hence Theorem 
4.1 applies. 
Example 4.3. Let Y be an arc [p, q], 2 be the familiar indecomposable continuum 
commonly referred to as the ‘buckethandle’, and X be the continuum obtained by 
‘wedging’ 4 and the endpoint of Z. As observed in Example 4 of [22], C(X) and 
Cone X are homeomorphic. The homeomorphism can be chosen so that for some 
to, 0 <to < 1, the image of X is the point (p, to) E Cone X. It then follows from 
Theorem 4.1 that C(X) is arc-smooth at X. 
5. Arc-smoothness 2nd Whitney levels 
Petrus [2, Example 21 has shown that the property of being a contractible 
continuum is not a Whitney property by exhibiting a Whitney map CL on a 2-cell 
such that for certain t E (0, p(X)), t.-‘(t) is not contractible. Thus the property of 
being an arc-smooth continuum is not a Whitney property. In [lo] it was proved 
that if X ~1” (n > 2) or if X = 0, then there exists a Whitney map /1 for C(X) 
such that for each t E (0, u(X)), u-l(t) = Q. Using this result, an example is given 
in [lo] to show that the property of being an arc-smooth continuum is not a strong 
Whitney-reversible property (see [16, p. 4531 for definition). Petrus gives in 
[21, Lemma 61 a sufficient condition on a Whitney map cc. in order that for each 
t E (0, u(X)), u-‘(t) be contractible. In Theorem 5.2 we prove an analogue of [21, 
Lemma 61 for arc-smooth continua and in Theorem 5.3 we observe that the 
statement in [21, Proposition 121 can be strengthened. 
If (X, p) is an arc-smooth continuum and A E C(X), then the lower set of A, 
denoted L(A), is defined by L(A) = U{[p, x] Ix GA}. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (X,p) be an arc-smooth continuum, p be a Whitney map for 
C(X), toE(O, u(X)), and .vZ ={A E C({p},X)]A =L(A)}. Then dn~-‘(to) is an 
arc-smooth continuum. 
Proof. The proof involves a modification of the second part of the proof of [21, 
Lemma 61 and verifications of the arc and compatibility conditions. Let + be a 
uniform parameterization for (X, p) and for each (x, t) EX xl denote 4(x, t) by 
x(t). Define h : Op x I + d by h (A, t) = U {[p, x(t)] (x E A}. Then h is the restriction 
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to Se x I of the continuous function denoted h2 in [9] and for each A E d, {h(A, f) 1 t E 
I} is an order arc in C(X) from {p} to A. Let SO be the unique element in I such 
that CL (h (X, so)) = to and let P = h(X, so). Let (A, t) E (.d np-‘(to)) x I. Then 
{h(A,t)uh(X,s)lsE[O,Sol} is an order arc in C(X) from h(A, t) to h (A, t) u P. 
Since p (h (A, t)) s to and p (h (A, t) u P) 2 to, there exists a unique g(A, t) E [0, so] 
such that CL (h (A, t) u h (X, g(A, t))) = to. Define 
f:(~n~~l(to))xI-,~n~Cc.-l(to) 
by f(A, t) = h (A, t) u h (X, g(A, t)). Then f is a special version of the continuous 
function d from [21, p. 2811. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that the induced function 
F:dn~-l(fO)+C(&n~CL1((fO))defined byF(A)={f(A,t)]tEI}iscontinuous. We 
will show that F satisfies the three conditions in the definition of an arc-smooth 
continuum. 
It is clear that F(P) = {P}. Let A E (d n p-l(to)) -{P}. We will show that F(A) 
is an arc in d np-‘(to) from A to P. Let ?A =sup{t ~11 h(A, t)= P}. Note that 
1A < 1. Then for each f E [0, fA], g(A, t) = SO and f(A, t) = h (A, t) u h (X, SO) = P. Let 
tl, r2 E [?A, l] with t 1 < t2. Then there exists x E h (A, f2) such that x & P and x r15 h (A, cl). 
It follows that x cf(A, t2) and x&f(A, tl). Hencef(A, ti) #f(A, t2). Thus {f(A, t) 1 t E 
[f& 11) is an arc and 
WWb4fA, ll}={f(A,t)lt~I}=F(A). 
It was observed in the proof of [9, Lemma 81 that if A E C(X), t ~1, and 
B = h (A, t), then for each s E 1, h(B, s) = h(A, st). We will use this result in the 
argument below. Let A cdnp-l(to), ?lEL and B =f(A, tl) = 
h (A, td u h (X, g(A, td). Then 
h (B, f) = h (h (A, td u h (X, g(A, TV)), t) 
= U UP, x(f)lk E h(A, ti) u h(X, 0, tl))l 
= (U {l-p, x0)1/x E h(A, ti)1) u (U{[P, x(dlb E h 6% dA td>I> 
= h(h(A, td, t) u h(hW, g(A, td), t) 
= h(A, ftduh(X, @(A td). 
Thus f(B, t) = h (A, tfl) u h (X, tg(A, fl)) u h (X, g(B, t)). Since h (X, g(A, tl)) c B, it 
follows that g(B, t)ag(A, td. Hence f(B, t) = h(A, ttl)u h(X, g(B, t)). Since 
f(B, t) E {h (A, fti) u h (X, s) 1s E [O, sol1 
and I_L (f(B, t)) = to, it follows that g(B, t) = g(A, ~1). Hence f(B, t) =f(A, ttl). Thus 
F(B) c F(A) and it follows that F satisfies the compatibility condition. This com- 
pletes the proof that Sp n ~-l(t~) is arc-smooth at P. 
Let (X,p) be an arc-smooth continuum and let d be a metric on X which is 
radially convex at p (see Section 4 for definition). For convenience we may assume 
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that d has been normalized so that sup{d(p, x) Ix E X} = 1. Define hd:X x I +X by 
X ifd(p,x)Gl-r, 
hd(x, t) = the unique y E [p, x] 
suchthatd(p,y)=1-t ifd(Ppx)al-l. 
It is easily verified that hd is a free contraction from X to p (see [6, Theorem 
11-3-A]; also [21, Proposition 121). 
Theorem 5.2. Let (X, p) be an arc-smooth continuum, d be a metric on X which is 
radially convex at p, and hd be the free contraction defined above. If p is a Whitney 
map for C(X) and toE (0, F(X)) such that for each A E k-l(fO) and for each s E I, 
CL (hd(A x {s})) < to, then p -‘(to) is an arc-smooth continuum. 
Proof. We define the function fi:pml(fO) Xl+pel(ro) as in [21, Lemma 61. Let 
A E pel(fO) and s E I. Since CL (hd(A x (0))) = CL (A) = to and p (hd (A x [0, s])) 2 to, 
there exists S’E [0, s] such that p(hd(A x [s’, s])) = to. Let 
A(s)=sup{s’lO=~s’ <s andp(hd(Ax[s’,s]))=to} 
and define fi: p-l(fo) XI + pel(tO) by k(A, s) = hd(A x [A(s), s]). The continuity 
of Z? is verified in [21, p. 2801. 
LetAE~-1(to).WefirstobservethatifA=L(A),thenforeachsEI,~(A,s)=A. 
SupposethatA#L(A).Lety=sup{d(p,x)lxEA}andletyEAsuchthatd(p,y)= 
y. If s E [0, 1 - 71, then it follows from the definition of hd that H(A, s) =A. Let 
sl, QE [l- y, l] with sl <s2. It follows from the definition that A(sl)sA(sZ). If 
A(sl)<A(sZ), then hd(y,A(sl))Efi(A,sl) and hd(y,A(sl))&fi(A,s& Thus if 
fi(A, sl) =I?(A, s2), then A(sl) =A&). Suppose fi(A, sl) =fi(A, s2) and let s E 
[sl, s2]. Then A(sl) =A(s) =A(s~). Since 
hd(A x[A(s~),s~l)ch~(Ax[A(s),sl)ch~(A x[A(s2),s21) 
and 
~(MA x [Ah), 4)) = ~(ki(A x[A(sz), ~21)) = lo, 
we conclude that 8(A, sl) = Z?(A, s) = fi(A, s2). It follows that the natural mapping 
77 :I --, {I?(A, s) Is E I} defined by 77 (s) = I?(A, s) is monotone and thus {fi(A, s) 1 s E 
I} is an arc in pml(to). 
Let A E p-l(tO), sl ~1, and B = I?(A, sl). Let y E B. Then there exists x E A and 
S’E [A(sJ, sl] such that y = hd(x, s’). So hd(y, s) = hd(hd(x, s’), s) = hd(x, max{s’, s)). 
If Oss~A(s~), then hd(y,s)=y, so hd(Bx{s})=B. It follows that B(s)=s and 
that I-?(B, s) =B. If A(sl)ss cslr then hd(B X[A(sl), s]) = hd(A X [A(sl), ~11). It 
follows that B(s)=A(sl) and that fi(B, ~)=fi(A,s~)=B. If s14s < 1, then 
h~(y,s)=h~(x,s).Thush~(Bx{s})=h~(Ax{s}).ItfollowsthatB(s)=A(s)andthat 
~(B,s)=~(A,s).H~~~~{~(B,s)~sEZ}~{~(A,S)~SEI}. 
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Let & = {A E C(p},X)\A =L(A)}. By Theorem 5.1, &np-‘(@isan arc-smooth 
continuum. Let F and P be as in Theorem 5.1. Define a:~-‘((f~)+ C&‘(fO)) by 
~(A)={~(A,~)~~EI}uF(~(A, 1)). 
The continuity of CK follows from the continuity of 6, the continuity of F, and 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. It is clear that (Y(P) = {P}. Let A E I.’ such that A&d. 
We observe that fi(A, l)~~~Inp-‘(t~) and that {fi(A,s)ls~l}nd={fi(A, 1)). 
Hence (Y(A) is an arc in wL-r(fO) from A to P. That a satisfies the compatibility 
condition follows from the fact that F satisfies the compatibility condition and the 
argument for fi in the preceding paragraph. This completes the proof that p-‘(tc,) 
is arc-smooth at P. 
The hypotheses in Theorem 5.2 insure that there is a canonical way to build, for 
each A E j~-‘(t,,) -.pP, an arc in C&(A)) no-’ from A to a point in 1 rip-1((O).. 
For the Whitney map p defined in [25 1, the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied 
if X is the geometric cone over any compact metric space Y or, more generally, 
if X is a compact subset of a Banach space which is star-shaped with respect to 
some point. 
Question 5.3. Let (X,p) be an arc-smooth continuum. Does there exist some 
Whitney map p for C(X) such that for each t E (0, w(X)), ~-l(f) is arc-smooth? 
In [21, Proposition 121 Petrus proves that the property of being a contractible 
continuum is a Whitney property for the class of dendrites. The technique in her 
proof is to give X a metric d which is radially convex with respect to some point 
p and to use the free contraction hd and the hereditary unicoherence of X to show 
that [21, Lemma 61 applies. Thus her proof actually shows that the property of 
being a contractible continuum is a Whitney property for the class of smooth 
dendroids. Furthermore, her proof shows that if X is a smooth dendroid and ,Q is 
any Whitney map for C(X), then the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 hold. Con- 
sequently, we have the following theorem, which gives a partial answer to the 
question in 121, p. 2881. 
Theorem 5.4. The property of being an arc-smooth continuum is a Whitney property 
for the class of smooth dendroids. 
6. Further results, examples, and questions 
Since arc-smooth continua are a subclass of the class of contractible continua, 
we will now discuss some of the known results about contractibility of hyperspaces. 
The following two theorems are due to Kelley. 
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Theorem 6.1 [12]. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) FI(X) is contractible in 2x, 
(2) 2x is contractible, 
(3) C(X) is contractible. 
Theorem 6.2 [12]. If X has property K, then each of 2x and C(X) is contractible. 
As noted in [16], Theorem 6.1 clearly implies the result that if X is contractible, 
then each of 2x and C(X) is contractible. In order to motivate the discussion below, 
we will outline some of the ideas used in proving Kelley’s theorems. Suppose that 
Fr(X) is contractible in 2x. Then there is a mapping j:F,(X) x1 + 2* such that for 
each x E X and for some A0 E 2x, j({x}, 0) = {x} and j({x}, 1) = A,,. Since 2x is 
arcwise connected, we may assume that A, = X. Define g :Fi(X) x I + 2x by 
g({x},t)=U{j({x},s)lO s s < t}. Then g is continuous and for each x E X, g ({x} x I) 
is an order arc in C(X) from {x} to X. Now define G: 2x XI + 2x by G(A, t) = 
Uk(bl, t)lx ~~41. Then G is continuous and it follows that (1)j (2). If A E C(X), 
it follows that for each t E I, G(A, t) E C(X). Thus (1) +(3). 
Now suppose X is a continuum with property K. Let CC be a Whitney map for 
C(X). The proof of Theorem 6.2 involves showing that the function h :F1(X) x 
[0, CL (X)] + C(X) defined by h ({x}, t) = U {A E C(X) 1 x E A and CL (A) s t} is con- 
tinuous, so that (1) in Theorem 6.1 holds. Then the function H: 2x x [0, p (X)] + 2x 
defined by H(B, t) = U {h({x}, t) lx E B} is continuous and for each B E 2”, 
{H(B, t) 1 tE N-4 I WI1 is an order arc in 2x from B to X. It follows from Lemma 
2.4 that the induced function fi:2x + C(2x) defined by I?(B) = {H(B, t) It E 
[0, t.4 (X)]} is continuous. 
Under certain conditions, the function A defined above will satisfy the compatibil- 
ity condition in the definition of an arc-smooth continuum. For example, if X is a 
locally connected continuum, d is a convex metric for X, p is the Whitney map 
defined in [25], and B E C(X), then it can be shown that A(B) coincides with a(B) 
in our proof of Theorem 3.6 for the case when P =X. As we will see in Theorem 
6.3 below, fi also satisfies the compatibility condition when X is an hereditarily 
indecomposable continuum. 
To see that fi does not always satisfy the compatibility condition, let X be the 
continuum in Example 6.8 below and let Y = {(x, y ) E X 1 x c 1). Let CL be a Whitney 
map for C(Y), a = (0, 0), p = (1, O), D = [a, p], and to = p (0). Then D = H({p}, to). 
For ‘small’ E > 0, H(D, E ) is the union of D and a ‘small’ closed neighborhood of 
a. However, for each t E (to, p(X)], H({p}, t) necessarily contains points of the form 
(1, l/n) for n sufficiently large. Thus, 
and the compatibility condition fails. We remark that each of 2y and C(Y) is 
arc-smooth, however, since Y is arc-smooth (see [9]). 
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Fugate, Gordh, and Lum [6] have observed that if X is any hereditarily indecom- 
posable continuum, then C(X) is arc-smooth at X. This is a natural consequence 
of the fact (see [12]) that for each A E C(X) there exists a unique order arc in 
C(X) from A to X. 
Theorem 6.3. Let X be an hereditarily indecomposable continuum. Then 2x is 
arc-smooth at X. 
Proof. Let X be an hereditarily indecomposable continuum and p be a Whitney 
map for C(X). Define h :F1(X) x [0, cc.(X)]+ C(X) by 
h ({x}, t) = U {A E C(X)lx E A and P (A) s t}. 
Since X has property K [24], h is continuous. Define H: 2x X [0, w (X)1+ 2x by 
H(B, t) = IJ {h ({x}, t)lx E B} and A: 2x + C(2x) by g(B) = {H(B, t)]t E [O, CL WI). 
As noted in the preceding discussion, each of H and fi is continuous and for each 
B E 2x, A(B) is an order arc in 2x from B to X. It is clear that A(X) = {X}. We 
now use the hereditary indecomposability of X to verify that fi satisfies the 
compatibility condition. Since X is hereditarily indecomposable, for each x EX 
and each t E [0, k(X)] there exists a unique A E C(X) such that x E A and cc. (A) = t. 
Let B E 2x, tl E [0, p(X)], and D = H(B, tl). Let t E [O, p(X)]. Then 
H(D, t)=U{h({y}, t)ly ED1 
If 0 c t c tl, then for each y ED there exists x E B such that h ({y}, t) c h ({x}, tl). It 
follows that H(D, t) =D =H(B, tl). If t 1 s t G p(X), then for each y ED there 
exists x E B such that h({y}, t) = h({x}, t). It follows that H(D, t) = H(B, t)., Hence 
A(D) c k(B). This completes the proof that 2x is arc-smooth at X. 
More information on contractibility of hyperspaces can be found in Chapter 16 
of [16]. In addition, Nishiura and Rhee ([19] and [20]) have written two recent 
papers which contain new results about contractibility of hyperspaces. We remark 
that we do not know an example of a continuum X such that C(X) is contractible 
but not arc-smooth. Before stating the questions below, we also remark that if X 
is a locally connected continuum, an arc-smooth continuum, or an hereditarily 
indecomposable continuum, then each of 2x and C(X) is arc-smooth (at X). 
Question 6.4. Does there exist a continuum X such that C(X) is contractible but 
not arc-smooth? If X is contractible, is 2x (resp. C(X)) arc-smooth? If X has 
property K, is 2x (resk. C(X)) arc-smooth? 
Question 6.5. If 2x is arc-smooth, is C(X) arc-smooth? 
Question 6.6 If C(X) is arc-smooth, is 2x arc-smooth? In particular, if X is a 
continuum such that C(X) and Cone X are homeomorphic, is 2x arc-smooth? 
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Question 6.7. If 2x (resp. C(X)) is arc-smooth at some point, is 2x (resp. C(X)) 
arc-smooth at X? 
The following example is of interest for several reasons. First, it illustrates that 
it is sometimes possible to determine that C(X) is arc-smooth by actually building 
a geometric model for C(X). Secondly, it is an example of a contractible continuum 
which is not arc-smooth and which does not have property K but for which C(X) 
is arc-smooth. Thirdly, we will observe that there is a subcontinuum P of X such 
that C(X) is arc-smooth at P but 2x is not arc-smooth at P. 
Example 6.8. If (xi,. . . , xk), (yi, . . . , yk)cRk, then [(x1,. . . , xk), (yi . . . , yk)] 
denotes the convex arc in R k joining (xi, . . . , it&) and (yi, . . . , yk). For each n EN 
let A,, = [(0, 0), (1, l/n)] and B, = [(2, l/n), (3, O)]. Let a = (0, 0), b = (3, O), A = 
[a,b],X=Au(U~=P=1AnuBn),andX1=Au(U~=P=,A”).ThenXisacontractible 
dendroid which is not arc-smooth and which does not have property K. 
Let s=C(A)u(UZEI C(A,)uC(B,)). Then C(X)=SuC({a},X)u 
C({b}, X). Let d = 9n (C({a}, X) u C({b}, X)). We observe that d =X. For each 
n EN let A,, denote the triangular region in R3 with vertices (0, 0, 0), (1, l/n, 0), 
and (1, l/n, l), and let 6, denote the triangular region in R3 with vertices (3,0,0), 
(2, l/n, 0), and (2, l/n, 1). Let A be the triangular region in R3 with vertices 
(O,O, 0), (3,0,0), and ($,O,$). Since C(A,), C(B,), and C(A) are two-cells, the 
reader may easily verify that 9 =A u (Uzzp=, A, us,). In this model we think of 
Fi(X) as lying along the ‘top’ and d as the part which lies in the xy-plane. 
We now use the techniques introduced by Eberhart and Nadler in [4]. Observe 
that C({u}, X) u C({b}, X) = C({u}, XI) u C({b}, X). Using an argument analogous 
to the one in Example 4.4 of [4], it can be shown that C({u}, Xi) u C({b}, X) = C?. 
Proceeding as in Theorem 3.2 of [4], let h : d + Q be an embedding of d as a Z-set 
in Q. Then the space 9uhQ obtained by attaching 9 to Q along d with the 
attaching map h is homeomorphic with C(X). 
Now Q is arc-smooth at each of its points. Let q. E Q and (Y : Q + C(Q) be a 
mapping satisfying the conditions that Q be arc-smooth at qo. Define (Y : 9 uh Q + 
C(S”UhQ) by 
G(2) = 
a(i) if;EQ, 
[(x, y, z), (x9 Y, WI u(~((x,y,O)) ifx^=(x,y,z)ER 
It is easy to see that & satisfies all the requisite conditions for 9 uh Q to be 
arc-smooth at qo. It follows that C(X) is arc-smooth at each point of C({u}, X) u 
CM}, X). 
Now let P = [(l, 0), (2, O)]E C(X). It follows from Theorem 1 of [8] that 2x is 
not connected im kleinen at P and hence 2x is not arc-smooth at P. By modifying 
the preceding argument, we will show that C(X) is arc-smooth at P. Let ql, q2 E Q 
such that Q (ql) n (Y (92) = {qo}. In our geometric model for 9, the point A E C(X) 
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may be realized as ($, 0,O) and the point P E C(X) may be realized as ($, 0, 1). 
Since C({a}, A) u C({b}, A) is a Z-set in C({a}, X) u C({b}, X), the embedding 
h:A+Q can be chosen so that h([O,0,0),(3,0,0)])=a!(qr)uc~(q~), with 
h((O,O,O))=ql, h((:,O, O))=qo, and h((3,0,O))=q2. We then define P:SuhQ+ 
c(9 i,h Q) aS fOllOWS: 
~(x)u[(~,O,O),(~,O,l)] ifx*EQorifX1=(x,y,z)E9 
andO<x~lor2~x~3, 
[(x9 0, z), (a, 0, z)lur(% 0, r), (S, 0, l)] 
ifx^=(x,O,r)E5F,l1xX$,andz~3x-3, 
or if x^=(x,O,z)E$,t,<xG2, and ZG-3x+6, 
PG) = I Kx, 0, z), (x9 0,3x - 3)l 
u [(x, 0,3x - 3), (5,0,3x - 3)] if x^ = (x, 0, z) i 9, 
[(t, 0,3x 3), (& 0, 1)l 
1 cx ~1, and z ~-3x -3, 
u - 
[(x, 0,3), (x, 0, -3x + 6)l 
u [(x, 0, -3x + 6), ($0, -3x + 6)] if f = (x, 0, z) E 9, 
u US, 0, -3x + 6), ($0, 1)l 
$sx ~2, and z ~-3x +6. 
It follows from the geometry that p satisfies the requisite conditions for 9 uh Q 
to be arc-smooth at ($, 0, 1). 
If X is a continuum and A E C(X), it is known ([3, Theorem 11) that C(A, X) 
is an absolute retract. 
Proposition 6.9. Let X be a continuum and A E C(X). Then C(A, X) is arc-smooth 
arX. 
Proof. Let y : I + C(X) be a homeomorphism such that {y(t) 1 t E I} is an order arc 
in C(X) from A to X. Define H: C(A, X) XI+ C(A, X) by H(B, t) = B u y(t) and 
define A: C(A, X) + C(C(A, X)) by A(B) = {H(B, t) 1 t E I}. It is easy to establish 
that H and fi are continuous and that fi satisfies the other conditions necessary 
for C(A, X) to be arc-smooth at X. 
In Theorem 8 of [3] Eberhart proved that if (X,p) is a smooth dendroid, then 
C({p}, X) = Q if and only if p is not in the interior of a finite tree in X. We conclude 
by asking if this theorem can be generalized to arc-smooth continua. 
Question 6.10. If (X,p) is an arc-smooth continuum and p is not in the interior 
of a finite tree in X, is C({p}, X) = Q? 
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